Arts, Culture and Creativity in the heart of learning
Up – Down

North – South?
Social and economic realities of 21st. century demand that curriculum must become more ambitious. Young people need to acquire skills and more complex and reflective ways of thinking.
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building interdisciplinary capacities
ARTISTS TRAINING
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REFLECTION ON ACTION SESSIONS
71% of students better thinking and working with peers.

97% of teachers co-existence improved.

83% of teachers
Better school performance.

91% of teachers
Art: new tool for teaching.

91% of students
Innovation

64% of students
Innovation

97% of teachers co-existence improved
ME SENTÍ VISTO william
PATRICIA
Escuela Primaria № 21

“I became a child once again ... you can learn playing”

VERÓNICA
Escuela Provincial № 9 y 19

“Learned not only at work, but also in my own community”

ALICIA
Escuela Primaria № 21

“Widened my views”
“We do this not for all to become artists, but for nobody to become a slave”

Gianni Rodari
Italian pedagogist
Web: crearvalelapena.org.ar
Mail: info@crearvalelapena.org.ar